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ABSTRACT
Previous research has shown that both picture and video modeling are effective
methods of teaching a variety of skills for individuals with developmental delays.
Several studies have compared the efficacy of picture models versus video models;
however, few have directly compared the efficacy of point-of-view video models to
static picture models using block design. An alternating treatments design was used
in the present study to compare the performance of four children with
developmental disabilities on a block design task when presented with a point-ofview video model versus a static picture model. Results showed no significant
differences between participants’ accuracy or duration to complete the block
designs across conditions. Three out of the four participants yielded similar
accuracy scores across conditions. Additionally, two out of the four participants
yielded short trial times during the picture condition while the other half built faster
during the video condition.
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INTRODUCTION
Autism Spectrum Disorder (ASD) is a developmental disorder characterized
by deficits in social interaction, language, communication, and restricted or repetitive
behaviors (American Psychiatric Association, 2018). The estimated prevalence of
autism increased by 15% in 2018, making that 1 in 59 children diagnosed with the
disorder (Center for Disease Control and Prevention, 2018). Several approaches to the
treatment of autism have been developed over time. Early Intensive Behavioral
Intervention (EIBI) was developed as a treatment to autism involving providing
young children a specified number of hours per week of behavioral services. These
services involve the implementation of the principles of applied behavior analysis
into instructional programming to increase social skills, language and
communication, and appropriate behaviors while aiming to decrease or eliminate
maladaptive behaviors. Behavioral programming can take many forms such as oneon-one or group instruction, naturalistic teaching, incidental teaching, or teaching by
systematic discrete trials, all of which can target multiple skill areas at once (Pierce &
Cheney, 2017).
Children with autism may lack skills related to imitation, play, visual spatial
ability, and gross and fine motor skills (Lord et al., 2018). One of the behavioral
programs that can be used to teach children with autism these skills is block design.
Block design tasks are associated with enhancing children’s visual spatial skills, fine
motor ability, encouraging creativity during play, and targeting imitation (Magnusen,
1
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2005). The ability to construct structures out of blocks is also considered a
developmental norm for children between 42-50 months of age according to the
Hawaii Early Learning Profile (HELP) assessment (Furuno & Parks, 1992). Block
design can be taught to children with developmental delays in several different ways.
In-vivo Modeling
During instructional programming and discrete trial training, various prompts
and modeling types are utilized to aid the child’s learning. One of the commonly used
methods used to teach block design is through in-vivo modeling, which involves a
learner directly observing an individual performing a task in person and in real time
(Cihak, 2011). In-vivo modeling has been used as a fundamental method of modeling
tasks and desired behavior for typically developing children and children with
developmental delays for decades. Findings from Charlop et al. (1983) demonstrated
the efficacy of in-vivo modeling. Charlop et al. (1983) compared a modeling
condition to a no modeling condition during a receptive identification task and found
that all four participants in the study learned to receptively identify objects in the
modeling condition. Results of this study indicated just the beginning of a slew of
research that would be conducted on various methods of modeling and learning
though observation.
Picture Modeling
Another method used to teach block design is through picture modeling.
Picture modeling is often used for children with autism and other developmental
disabilities across various age groups. This method involves the use of 2D visual
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stimuli to show a learner how to perform an action, display the completed product to
be replicated, or prompt an individual to engage in a desired behavior (Magnusen,
2005). Picture modeling is a method that is often used in applied settings to teach
individuals a variety of new skills and encourage independence. For example, Cihak
(2011) implemented a picture activity schedule in a classroom to increase the number
of successful transitions among adolescents with developmental delays. Phillips and
Vollmer (2012) also used picture prompts to help 4-year old children with
developmental delays acquire a generalized repertoire of instruction-following. The
researchers presented participants with various picture sequences of appropriate play
actions with different play sets and successfully trained step-by-step instructionfollowing using the picture models (Phillips & Vollmer, 2012). Similarly, Sowers et
al. (1995) used picture prompts to teach vocational skills to high school students with
developmental delays. The researchers trained four males to use a picture-cue system,
which depicted pictures of vocational tasks in a sequenced order in a photo album.
They found that picture stimuli were effective in increasing self-monitoring and
independent initiation of work tasks.
Picture modeling during block design tasks involves presenting learners with
an image of the design to be created and instructing learners to recreate what is
depicted in the image. The Kohs Block Design Test was first introduced in the 1920s
by Samuel Kohls building on similar tests (i.e., Francis Maxfield’s Color Cube Test,
Kent, 1934). This test was administered by presenting individuals with a series of
cards showing a block design and then having them replicate the design on the card.
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Block design is also a subset of the Wechsler Intelligence Test (WISC). On the
WISC, individuals are presented with nine wooden blocks and must recreate a design
shown in a static image (Wechsler, 1992). Picture models during a block design test
provide participants with an image of what the finished product should look like.
Picture models are easy to create and implement and have shown to be effective
methods for teaching various skills. However, pictorial stimuli are static images of the
final product of a given task or desired behavior and do not provide a visual step-bystep depiction of how to complete a task or target behavior. There are other methods
of modeling that provide a visual depiction of how to complete each step of a task.
Video Modeling
Video modeling is an instructional procedure that has been applied to
individuals with autism and other developmental disabilities. This teaching technique
involves video recording an individual performing the steps necessary to complete a
task and having the learner watch the video at a later time (Alberto et al., 2005). In
contrast to static pictures, video models provide learners with the opportunity to view
the entire sequence and movements of a target behavior.
Video modeling can be used to target many different skill areas, ranging from
social interactions to play skills and more. For example, Charlop et al. (2010) used
video modeling to teach appropriate socially expressive behaviors to three children
with autism and all three children displayed an increase in appropriate verbal
comments, gestures, intonation, and facial expressions following the video-based
intervention. In another study, Cihak et al. (2012) used video modeling procedures to
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increase the communicative skills of preschoolers with language deficits. Paterson
and Arco (2007) studied the effects of video modeling on the independent toy play of
two children with autism and found that video modeling resulted in an increase in
appropriate play and a decrease in stereotypical or repetitive play. Video modeling
can also be used to target appropriate peer play as in a study by Taylor et al. (1999) in
which three children were presented with video models of different play scenarios.
The results indicated that two out of the three children displayed more rapid
acquisition of peer play skills following the video model intervention.
There are different forms of video modeling and procedural variations that can
be used to teach individuals with autism or other developmental delays. Video
modeling can be modified to have peer models, adult models, or self-models. Video
self-modeling (VSM) is a method in which the learner is able to observe himself or
herself successfully completing a task or engaging in a desired behavior rather than
another person (Axelrod et al., 2014). A study by Axelrod et al. (2014) provided
evidence of the efficacy of VSM. The researchers had participants within a
psychiatric hospital view video clips of themselves following adult instructions prior
to attending school sessions and found that all three participants engaged in higher
levels of compliance and exhibited fewer occurrences of aggression during school
and free periods. Additionally, researchers discovered that these effects maintained
upon removal of the intervention (Axelrod et al., 2014).
Point-of-view video modeling (POVM) is another type of video modeling. In
POVM the video is filmed from the first-person perspective, only showing hands
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demonstrating the target behavior and manipulation of relevant stimuli related to a
target behavior (Lee, 2015). POVM involves placement of the camera at eye level
from the learner’s perspective to mimic the display of the environment from the
learner’s point-of-view when performing the target skills or behavior (Hine &
Woolery, 2006). Tetreault and Lerman (2010) used POVM to teach participants how
to initiate and maintain a conversation with another person. The results indicated that
the use of POVM successfully increased the social skills of participants. In another
study by Hine and Woolery (2006), researchers used POVM to enhance the
acquisition of toy play among preschoolers. They found that POVM was an effective
method for promoting appropriate toy play actions. POVM can be especially useful
for teaching individuals a sequence of steps to complete a difficult task. Yakubova et
al. (2015) utilized POVM to teach students with autism how to solve math problems.
By showing the step-by-step instructions from the learner’s point-of-view, students
showed higher levels of accuracy in solving word problems compared to baseline
even after a one-week follow up period.
Comparison Studies
Previous research comparing video modeling to the aforementioned methods
of modeling provide support of video modeling over picture modeling and in-vivo
modeling. For example, Charlop-Christy et al. (2000) compared the effects of in-vivo
modeling with video modeling in teaching various target behaviors (e.g., expressive
labeling of emotions, independent play, spontaneous greetings) to children with
autism. The in-vivo modeling condition consisted of the participants observing live
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models performing the target behavior while the video model condition involved each
participant watching a video clip of models performing the target behaviors. Results
of this study showed that video modeling led to faster acquisition of the target
behaviors overall. Additionally, the participants demonstrated the ability to generalize
the skills with the video modeling as opposed to in-vivo modeling. Bailey et al.
(2011) also found that video modeling was a more efficient teaching method to teach
play skills than in-vivo modeling.
Past researchers have also compared the effects of video modeling to static
picture modeling. Cihak et al. (2012) found that using a video model in conjunction
with the Picture Exchange Communication System (PECS) led to faster acquisition of
independent communicative initiations as compared to using PECS alone. Results of
this study emphasized how adding a video-modeling component to an intervention
can increase the efficacy of the intervention. Kellems et al. (2018) used an alternating
treatments design to compare the effects of video modeling to static picture modeling
in teaching participants daily living and motor skills, which included throwing a ball,
walking backwards, jumping jacks, brushing teeth, cleaning a mirror, and slicing a
banana. During the static picture condition, participants were presented with a binder
containing pictures of how to complete the steps of the task analysis. In the video
condition, participants viewed video clips of each step of the tasks. A least-to-most
prompting hierarchy was utilized across all conditions contingent on incorrect
responses or the absence of a response. Contingent on correct responding, participants
received verbal praise. Kellems et al. (2018) found that both video models and static
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picture models were effective in this study; however, video models led to faster skill
acquisition overall. Adams (2018) compared the effectiveness of picture activity
schedules to video modeling in increasing compliance during transitions for children
with autism. Adams (2018) compared the frequency of problem behavior, percentage
of trials with compliance, and latency to comply in a multielement design. The
control condition consisted of prompting the participants to transition without any
visual supports and the use of least-to-most prompting. When the timer rang, the
researcher vocally instructed the participant to transition to the next activity. During
the visual schedule condition, the researcher presented the participant with the visual
schedule at the end of the activity and vocally instructed them to “check schedule”
when the timer rang. The video model condition consisted of showing participants a
video of another student appropriately transitioning to the next activity without
engaging in maladaptive behaviors and beginning the task that followed the
transition. Results showed that video models were more effective in increasing
compliance during transitions when compared to visual schedules for two out of three
of the participants (Adams, 2018).
A previous study by Alberto et al. (2005) compared the effectiveness of pointof-view picture modeling to POVM as methods to teach independence within the
community. Alberto et al. (2005) taught individuals with developmental disabilities
banking and purchasing skills (i.e., withdrawing money from an ATM machine and
purchasing items at grocery store). Both the video and picture models only showed
the teacher’s hands or arms completing the steps of both tasks. The POVM condition
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involved showing the participants video clips of the teacher completing each step of
the sequences while the picture condition consisted of showing pictures of each step
of the target task. They used an alternating treatments design to compare conditions
and found that both pictures and videos were effective methods for teaching the
participants banking and purchasing skills within the community. These findings lend
support to the efficacy of POVM to teach skills to learners with developmental
delays. Although this study provided evidence of the effectiveness of point-of-view
video modeling and point-of-view picture modeling, few studies have directly
compared the efficacy of point-of-view video modeling versus static picture models
without the point-of-view component.
Purpose of Current Study
Bandura (1986) stated that organisms can learn via observation and
emphasized the importance of a model to reference when learning a novel skill.
POVM provides a visual depiction of the movements and object manipulation that
must be performed during a target behavior from the perspective of the learner. Video
modeling in general can also be edited to eliminate environmental distractions. They
are also easy to create, implement, and can be replayed by the learner and viewed
multiple times. Additionally, video models have the advantage of maintaining
consistency in modeling across trials. Given that block design is a task that targets
multiple skill areas that children with autism or other developmental delays may show
deficiencies in, it is important that the most effective method of teaching this task is
determined. The focus of the present study was to compare the effectiveness of a
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POVM versus a static picture model on children’s performance on a block design
task. The point-of-view video model was filmed from a first-person perspective only
showing an adult’s hands performing the task while the picture model displayed the
finished product of the block structure. Static picture models were chosen as the
comparison as it is a method that is commonly used in the field of ABA to target this
skill and the limited research directly comparing the two methods. It was
hypothesized that participants will display higher accuracy and faster completion of
block designs when shown a point-of-view video model compared to a static picture
model.

METHOD
The body of the thesis consists of the text that is organized in a way that is
consistent with the scholarly standards of the content area. Consult your program’s
style manual for guidance.
Participants
Four children with developmental delays participated in the present study.
Each participant attended a center for early intensive behavioral treatment (EIBT) for
at least 20 hours per week. In order to protect the clients’ personal information, each
child was referred to as Participant A, Participant B, Participant C, and Participant D.
Each participant’s skill level related to block design was measured by a
preassessment. Children were selected to participate based on supervisors’ reports
regarding current skill repertoire as well as their scores from the preassessment. All
participants had receptive and expressive language skills present in their repertoires at
the time of the study, meaning that they were able to point to an item in response to
being instructed to select one item out of multiple items and they were able to
verbally or nonverbally indicate to the researcher that they were finished with a task.
Additionally, each participant had imitation skills present in their skill repertoires.
Participant A, male, was 4 years and 9 months old at the time of this study and
had the ASD diagnosis. He attended the behavioral center five days per week for 35
hours total where he received one-on-one behavioral intervention services with a
behavior technician. At the time of this study, the client was not enrolled in any
11
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outside programs with the exception of speech therapy once per week for one hour to
target articulation of vocalizations. It should be noted that this participant had some
previous exposure to block design programming (i.e., building structures from a
three-dimensional model). Participant A had three previously mastered targets for this
block design program (i.e., bed, chair, and dog); however, these programs had not
been conducted in a discrete trial training format for 14 months prior to the start of
the study. Participant A’s supervisor recommended him for this study as he had been
previously unable to maintain and generalize the skill of building block structures
from a three-dimensional model.
Participant B, male, was five years and five months old at the time of the
present study. Participant B did not have a formal diagnosis of ASD, but previous
genetic testing identified a mutation with his MEIS 2 Homebox gene, which was
associated with developmental delays similar to that of an ASD diagnosis. He did not
have any other medical conditions or concerns that would preclude him from
receiving behavioral services. Participant B could follow up to three-step instructions
consistently and able to vocally communicate with others with a minimum of fourword phrases. For the duration of this study he attended the behavioral center five
days per week for 29 hours total to receive behavioral intervention services. In
addition, he received one hour per week of speech therapy services. Participant B had
no previous exposure to block design programming prior to the study; however, it
was reported that he was observed being able to stack at least three cube-shaped
blocks on top of one another. His supervisor referred him for this study given that he
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had no previous experience with block design programming and the study could
potentially expand his skill repertoire.
Participant C and D, females, were two out of three triplet sisters. They were
three years and 11 months old at the time of the study. Both had the ASD diagnosis
and received behavioral intervention services five days per week for a total of 35
hours. Participant C and D had the ASD diagnosis while their third sister did not.
Prior to attending the behavioral center, neither of the girls had received any early
intervention services, attended other educational programs, nor had exposure to block
design programming. They were both recommended for the study by their supervisor
who reported that they both had no exposure to block design programming and stated
it was a skill she would like to target.
Setting
All sessions were conducted in a separate meeting room at a behavioral center
consisting of one white table and two black chairs.
Materials
Ten 3D wooden blocks of five different shapes were used during this study.
The blocks used in the picture and video models were red, blue, green, orange,
yellow, black, white, purple, brown, and pink. There were 10 blocks used total: two
semicircles (white and blue), two cylinders (green and orange), two triangles (yellow
and brown), two rectangles (red and purple), and two cubes (black and pink). There
were two possible colors for each shape, which was determined via random
assignment (e.g., only triangles could be yellow and black, only semicircles could be
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red and blue, etc.). Each block design consisted of five blocks and each block was a
different shape and color. All of the block structures were structures that did not
resemble real-life structures as to control for participants’ learning histories of
structures previously viewed within their environment (see Appendix A for examples
of block structures that were presented during treatment and preassessment sessions).
Picture stimuli were created that depicted the finished product of the block
structure that participants were instructed to build. All pictures showed five blocks,
each of a different shape and color. All block structures were photographed from the
same front view angle and were displayed on the same iPad during treatment
sessions.
Participants viewed videos of a block structure being built. Each video was
filmed from a first-person perspective, which only showed an adult’s hands modeling
how to build the block structure step-by-step. All video models consisted of five
blocks and each was a different shape and color. Each video was 10 s in duration and
was not replayed. Participants watched all videos on the same iPad, without pausing,
at the table in the treatment room.
Edibles were used as reinforcement during the treatment sessions and were
determined via parent reports of highly preferred edibles. The edibles used for
Participant A included skittles, gummy bears, M&Ms, and popcorn. Participant B’s
edibles consisted of Hershey kisses, jelly beans, starbursts, and gummy bears. The
edibles used for Participant C and D were identical and included gummy bears, fruit
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snacks, jelly beans, and skittles. In addition, verbal praise was paired with the
delivery of each edible reinforcer.
Data sheets were utilized to record the accuracy and duration of the
participants’ performance for each of the block structures across all conditions (see
Appendix B). Data were recorded using a pen or pencil. A paper checklist was also
utilized for treatment integrity (see Appendix C and D).
A camera was used to video tape the adult building each block structure. The
same camera was set up in the treatment room during sessions to record all of the
sessions across conditions. An additional camera was used to take a photo of each of
the participants’ finished product of the block structure to yield a permanent product
that was later used for data collection.
Independent/Dependent Variables and Experimental Design
One of the dependent variables of this study was duration to complete each
block design. These data were collected from the video recordings of the participants
building each structure (e.g., time stamps of onset to offset of building). The onset of
building was defined as the participant physically touching any of the block pieces
within 10 s of the researcher delivering the instruction to build. The offset of building
was defined as the absence of physical contact with any of the blocks for 30 s or the
participant indicating to the researcher that he or she is done building. It should be
noted that the 30 s was not included in the duration measure. No response was
defined as the absence of building within 10 s of the instruction to build. Problem
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behavior was defined as the occurrence of any maladaptive behaviors within 10 s of
the instruction to build.
The other dependent variable in this study was accuracy, which was broken
down into separate categories (i.e., correct shape, color, orientation, position). The
researcher took a photo of each participants’ completed block structure during
sessions and used these photos to score the participants’ accuracy. The block designs
were scored by color, shape, orientation, and position. Each block design consisted of
five total blocks and participants could earn up to 30 points total for their entire block
structure that they built (e.g., up to five points for shape, five points for color, five
points for orientation, and 15 points for positioning). The orientation of blocks in the
picture and video models varied. In order to receive the full point for the orientation
category, participants had to have the block oriented the same way (turned no more
than approximately 45 degrees than the model) and laying in the same way as the
model (e.g., upright, flat, on its side). One point was given for each block included in
the participant’s completed block design that was the same shape, color, and
orientation as the one shown in the model. Zero points were given for any incorrect,
not present, or additional blocks that were included in the participants’ completed
block structures that were not shown in the picture or video model. In other words, if
a participant did not include a block that was shown in the given model or included a
block that was not shown in the given model, then they received zero points for that
block. The amount of possible points that could be earned was higher for positioning
because additional points were delivered if the participant also had the correct shape,
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color, and orientation. In regard to positioning, participants earned up to three points
for each block that was correctly positioned in their completed design and matched
the blocks in the given model (e.g., one point for correct color, one point for correct
shape, and one point for correct orientation). If the block was not placed in the correct
position, zero points were automatically given for position. It should be noted that no
points were subtracted from participants’ total scores. The criteria were that they
could either earn the point or not earn the point. The participants’ total points earned
were added and percentage correct was calculated for each session. Each participant
was presented with three block structures per session, thus the total points per session
was out of 90, except for the preassessment. Each category of this dependent variable
was tracked, allowing for the analysis of errors types (e.g., shapes, colors, orientation,
positioning; see Appendix E for a breakdown of the point delivery and scoring of the
block designs).
An alternating treatments design was utilized to assess the children’s
performance on the block design task across the two conditions (picture versus video
model). The order in which the treatments were implemented was determined via
random assignment. The same treatment was not implemented for more than two
consecutive sessions. One session consisted of three trials, meaning three different
pictures or videos were shown to each participant per session to build. Two sessions
were conducted per day for all participants at the same time or within the same hour
every day. Mastery criteria was defined as a participant scoring 100% across four
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treatment sessions (i.e., two from the picture condition and two from the video
condition).
Procedure
A preassessment session was conducted prior to the implementation of the
video and picture model conditions. All sessions across conditions were conducted in
the same room. Participants were presented with the same set of 10 blocks across all
conditions. The purpose of presenting the same set of 10 blocks was to assess whether
the participants could identify the correct block to use from the set based on what is
shown in the picture or video model. Four block design structures were randomly
assigned to the preassessment condition to assess each participants’ prerequisite skills
related to block design. Two picture models and two video models were presented
during the preassessment via random assignment.
For the picture models during preassessment, the researcher placed an iPad
displaying a picture model of the completed block design on the table in front of the
participant, delivered the vocal instruction “Build this,” presented the 10 blocks, then
vocally stated to the participant, “Tell me when you are done.” Participants were
given 10 s to respond after the delivery of the instruction. No reinforcement was
delivered for correctly building the designs and no prompts were given for incorrectly
built designs during the preassessment. If the participant provided no response 10 s
after the delivery of the instruction, the researcher would remove the stimuli and represent the same model for a second trial; however, it should be noted that there were
no occurrences of no response or problem behavior throughout this study. Participants
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were provided with a 1 min break before the next block design was presented after
indicating that they were done building or 30 s had passed without physical contact
with the block(s). During this break, a photo was taken of the participant’s completed
structure and the blocks and picture model were removed from the participant’s view.
At the offset of the break, the researcher presented another model and repeated the
same aforementioned process. The procedures for the video models during the
preassessment were identical to the picture models with the exception of pressing the
play button on the iPad to show the video model. Data were collected on the
participants’ performance regarding accuracy and duration to complete the block
structures. There were 30 possible points for each block structure and four different
models presented, thus the total possible points for the preassessment was 120 for
each participant. The average percentage correct of all four scores was calculated for
each participant. Participated who received an average score of 50% or lower
continued with the remainder of the study.
The procedures during the picture treatment condition were similar to that of
the preassessment with the exception of a one-trial preference assessment, the
delivery of reinforcement, and a least-to-most prompting hierarchy. The researcher
presented the participants’ four different edibles on the table that were determined via
parent report and asked the participants which one they wanted to work for (e.g., “Do
you want to work for starburst, jelly beans, gummy bears, or M&MS?”). This brief
one-trial preference assessment was done in an effort to establish a reinforcer prior to
placing the demand to build the block designs. This was done prior to the presentation
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of each block design. After the participant selected one of the edibles, the researcher
presented the picture model and the 10 blocks and delivered the same vocal
instruction as in the preassessment, “Build this.” Contingent on no response or
problem behavior within 10 s of the instruction to build, a least-to-most prompting
hierarchy was used. The least-to-most prompting hierarchy consisted of vocal
prompts beginning with re-delivering the initial instruction “Build this,” then
proceeding with “Start building,” and ending with “Time to start building” if
necessary. The researcher delivered verbal praise combined with one piece of edible
reinforcement for each block that matched the same shape, color, orientation, and
positioning of the ones in the picture model after they were finished building (e.g.,
“You got the purple block, good job you get M&M”). The researcher also delivered
verbal feedback to the participant on each block that was not the same shape, color,
orientation, or position as the ones shown in the picture model while referencing the
model (e.g., “This block goes here, no M&M”).
All sessions were video recorded and a picture was taken of each of the
participants’ finished product to be referred to later for scoring and reliability checks.
The researcher first scored the participants’ accuracy based on the photo of their
finished product, then recorded the duration data from the video recording by
referencing the time stamps of the onset of building to the offset. Each session
consisted of three trials, meaning three different block designs were presented to be
built within a session. The researcher recorded on the data sheet whether a prompt
was required during each trial. None of the block structures were reused during any of
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the sessions (e.g., a block structure presented to a participant during session 1 was not
presented again during any subsequent sessions). Each particular block design was
presented to participants via random assignment.
Procedures and contingencies of the video model treatment condition were
similar to the picture model condition with the exception of the researcher pressing
the play button on the iPad to show the 10 s video after the iPad was placed on the
table. After the participant viewed the video, the iPad was left in view, and the same
set of 10 blocks from the picture condition was presented along with the instruction,
“Build this.” Contingencies for completion, no response, and problem behavior were
identical to the picture condition. The reinforcement procedures, prompting hierarchy,
and data collection procedures during the video condition were also identical to the
picture condition. Each video modeling session consisted of a total of three
presentations of different video models, determined via random assignment.
Measurement and Reliability
All sessions were video recorded and pictures were taken of each participants’
finished product of their block design. Each session was assigned a unique number
(e.g., Session 1, Session 2, Session 3, etc.). Sessions were randomly selected to be
scored by a second observer. The second observer was provided with instructions,
data sheets, and a scoring criterion. The second observer first referenced the pictures
of each participants’ completed block design and recorded the accuracy score on the
data sheet. Following the accuracy score, the second observer recorded the duration to
complete each block design by looking at the time stamp on the video from the onset
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of the participant building to the offset. The second observer’s data were compared to
the primary researcher’s data to calculate interobserver agreement (IOA). Data
collection procedures were identical for both the primary and secondary observer.
Interobserver agreement was calculated by an item-by-item analysis of the data
between the primary and secondary observer. The number of agreements were
divided by the number of agreements plus disagreements and converted into a
percentage. Agreement for accuracy was defined as both observers scoring the same
items across all categories (i.e., color, shape, orientation, position). Agreement for
duration was defined as both observers recording durations that were within 1 s of
each other (e.g., primary observer recording a total duration of 10 s and secondary
observer recording a duration of 9 s, 10 s, or 11 s would count as agreement).
Interobserver agreement data were collected for a minimum of 30% of all sessions
across participants and was 99% for accuracy recording and 74% for duration
recording. The lower percentage of agreement for the recording of duration may be
attributed to discrepancies with determining when the participant was indicating when
he or she was done building their block design.
A treatment integrity check was also incorporated into the study in the form of
a checklist. The same second observer who collected IOA data was also given a
checklist listing the steps of the procedures for both conditions (e.g., present model,
present blocks, wait 10 s before delivering prompt, deliver edibles and vocal praise).
The second observer watched the video recordings of the researcher conducting
sessions and recorded on the checklist whether or not the primary researcher followed
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each step of the procedure. Treatment integrity checks were conducted on a minimum
of 30% of the sessions selected via random assignment. Treatment integrity data were
calculated by dividing the number of steps completed correctly by the total number of
steps and converting that number into a percentage. The percentage of treatment
integrity was 100% across all sessions that were randomly selected for observation

RESULTS
The purpose of this study was to compare the effects of picture models and
video models on participants’ performances during a block design task across
children with developmental delays. This study primarily targeted two measures:
accuracy and duration. Overall, three of the four participants had similar accuracy
scores in both conditions with the exception of Participant C who scored higher in the
video condition as compared to the picture condition. It should be noted that
Participant A and Participant C reached 100% accuracy sooner in the video condition
in comparison to the picture condition. Additionally, the duration to build the block
designs varied across participants. The picture condition resulted in shorter trial times
for Participants A and B while the video condition resulted in a shorter trial times for
Participants C and D.
Participant A
During the preassessment, Participant A yielded an average percentage of
50% accuracy. He scored higher when presented with the video models (61%) in
comparison to the picture models (40%) on average. There were no instances of no
response or problem behavior during the preassessment or treatment conditions, thus
no prompting was required throughout the study for Participant A. He vocally stated
“all done” to indicate completion of each block design throughout the study.
Figure 1.0 shows that picture and video model conditions were implemented
and alternated following the preassessment. Overall, there was a slight difference in
24
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the percentage of accuracy between the picture and video model conditions. The
average percentage of accuracy across the picture condition sessions was 91% (range,
78%-100%) while the average percentage of accuracy during the video condition was
97% (range, 91%-100%). The last four sessions of the study alternated between
picture and video model conditions and Participant A scored 100% across all four of
those sessions (see Figure 1.0 below).

Figure 1.0 Participant A’s accuracy scores.
Analysis of the data also indicated that Participant A yielded similar
individual scores for shape, color, orientation, and position. In regard to his color
scoring, he scored a total of five points during the preassessment with the picture
models and a total of six points with the video models. Once treatment sessions were
introduced, his color scores significantly increased. The average scores for color
during the picture conditions and video conditions were both 14.8. Results of his
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individual shape score across all sessions were similar to his color score (see Figure
1.1). He received slightly higher points for shape with the video models during the
preassessment (seven points) in comparison to the picture models (five points). The
individual shape scores significantly increased following the implementation of the
intervention with the average shape score being 14.8 for both conditions across all
sessions (see Figure 1.2). Additionally, results of the individual orientation scores
indicate that he performed similarly in terms of orientation across both conditions.
The same increase can be seen after beginning the intervention. His average score for
orientation during picture condition sessions was 14.6 and 14.8 during video
modeling conditions (see Figure 1.3). Furthermore, analysis of the individual scores
for position indicate that he performed similarly during the picture and video model
conditions. During preassessment, his individual position score was 15 with the
picture models and 11 for the video models (see Figure 1.4). Upon introduction of the
intervention, his scoring increased during the picture and video model conditions to
an average of 44.2 and 44.4, respectively.
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Figure 1.1. Participant A’s color scores.

Figure 1.2. Participant A’s shape scores.
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Figure 1.3. Participant A’s orientation scores.

Figure 1.4. Participant A’s position scores.
The duration to build each block design was analyzed by seconds for each
participant. During the preassessment, it took Participant A 25 s total to complete the
block designs when presented with a picture model and a total of 130 s to complete
the designs when shown a video model. The average durations of seconds across
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sessions within each condition were calculated. Participant A completed the block
designs faster during the video condition, yielding an average of 134.8 s (range, 93186 s) across sessions. During the picture condition, Participant A took an average of
142.4 s (range, 25-178 s) to complete the block designs. Overall, there was an
increasing trend with the duration across treatment sessions for Participant A (see
Figure 1.5).

Figure 1.5. Participant A’s duration.
Participant B
Across all sessions with the exception of the preassessment, Participant B
required the first verbal prompt a total of five times due to no response after the
delivery of the first instruction to start building. It should be noted that additional
sessions were completed for Participant B due to the researcher observing an overall
lack of response effort in initial sessions (e.g., stacking two blocks and immediately
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stating that he is done). He indicated completion of his block designs by vocalizing
the words “all done” across all sessions throughout the study.
During the preassessment condition, in which there were four total block
designs presented, Participant B received a total accuracy score of 27, yielding an
accuracy percentage of 22% overall. Participant B produced a higher total accuracy
score when presented with the picture models versus the video models during the
preassessment.
Following the preassessment, Participant B received higher accuracy scores
on average when presented with picture models than video models. Overall, the
average percentage of accuracy within the picture condition was 63% (range, 21%92%). Within the video condition, the average percentage of accuracy was 58%
(range, 27%-77%) (see Figure 2.0).

Figure 2.0. Participant B’s accuracy scores.
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Analysis of the data also indicated that Participant B yielded similar
individual scores for shape, color, orientation, and positioning of the blocks within
across all sessions. Out of the 20 possible points that could have been earned for
correct color during the preassessment, Participant B scored a total of six points when
presented with picture models and four points when presented with video models. His
color score increased once treatment sessions were introduced. The average scores for
color during the picture condition was 12 while the average within the video model
condition was 11 (see Figure 2.1). The average score for correct shape also remained
similar in the picture condition (12) and video condition (11.5), which slightly
increased when compared to the preassessment (see Figure 2.2). Likewise, Participant
B’s average scores for correct orientation were similar across both conditions,
yielding an average score of 9.6 in both conditions (see Figure 2.3). Within the
positioning category, Participant B scored slightly higher on average during the
picture condition (18) when compared to the video condition (16.25), which increased
when compared to the preassessment. In regard to position, Participant B scored an
average of 18 points in the picture condition and 16.25 in the video condition (see
Figure 2.4). An increasing trend can be seen in Participant B’s individual scores for
color, shape, orientation, and position across the sessions in the study.
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Figure 2.1. Participant B’s color scores.

Figure 2.2. Participant B’s shape scores.
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Figure 2.3. Participant B’s orientation scores.

Figure 2.4. Participant B’s position scores.
During the preassessment, Participant B’s total duration to build the block
designs when shown a picture model was 59 s and 28 s when shown a video model. It
should be noted that minimal response effort was emitted by Participant B during the
initial sessions of the study, which may have attributed to the lower duration in those
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sessions. Across treatment sessions, Participant B’s duration to finish building the
block design was lower during the picture condition (132.7 s) than in the video
condition (149.2 s). The average duration to complete the block designs in the picture
condition was 132.7 s (range, 52-243 s) and 149.2 s in the video condition (range, 71291 s). Overall, an increasing trend with variability was observed across treatment
sessions in regard to duration (see Figure 2.5).

Figure 2.5. Participant B’s duration.
Participant C
Participant C did not require any verbal prompts to build throughout the study.
Additionally, she indicated completion of her block design by vocalizing “done” or
“all done” paired with nodding her head. During the preassessment, she yielded an
accuracy percentage of 50%. She scored higher on average when presented with the
video model than with the picture models during the preassessment. Once the
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treatment sessions were introduced, an overall increase in the percentage of accuracy
was observed. The average percentage of accuracy across sessions within the picture
condition was 91% and 97% in the video condition. The levels of accuracy remained
high across both conditions throughout the remainder of the study (see Figure 3.0).

Figure 3.0. Participant C’s accuracy scores.
Analysis of the data shows that Participant C’s accuracy within the color,
shape, and orientation category remains similar across sessions within the treatment
phase. Her average accuracy score for color was 14.2 in the picture condition and 15
in the video condition (see Figure 3.1). Additionally, her average score for shape was
14.4 and 15 for the picture and video condition, respectively (see Figure 3.2).
Furthermore, her average accuracy score for orientation was 14 in the picture and
14.25 in the video condition (see Figure 3.3). Variation in accuracy scores were
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observed in regard to her individual position scores. She received a higher score on
average with positioning in the video condition (43.25) in comparison to the picture
condition (39.8) (see Figure 3.4).

Figure 3.1. Participant C’s color scores.
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Figure 3.2. Participant C’s shape scores.

Figure 3.3. Participant C’s orientation scores.
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Figure 3.4. Participant C’s position scores.
During the preassessment, Participant C’s total duration to build a block
design was 111 s when presented with a picture model and 84 s when presented with
a video model. Once treatment sessions were introduced, her average duration to
complete the block designs across sessions in the picture condition was 113.4 s
(range, 86-135 s) and 105.4 s (range, 96-127 s) in the video condition. Overall,
Participant C took less time to build the block designs in the video condition when
compared to the picture condition (see Figure 3.5).
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Figure 3.5. Participant C’s duration.
Participant D
Similar to Participant C, Participant D did not require any verbal prompts to
start building throughout the duration of the study. Participant D indicated completion
of her block structures by making eye contact with the researcher and nodding.
During the preassessment, she received an accuracy percentage of 30%, scoring
similarly when presented with the picture model (19 points total) than with the video
models (17 points total).
During treatment sessions, Participant D received an average accuracy score
of 93 in the picture condition and 91.4 in the video condition, which significantly
increased when compared to the preassessment. Additionally, a high level of accuracy
was maintained across the treatment sessions. Examination of individual scoring
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within the color, shape, and orientation categories showed that accuracy scores also
significantly increased once treatment sessions were introduced and high accuracy
scores were maintained across all treatment sessions. Variations in accuracy scores
were observed within the position category specifically. Participant D received an
average accuracy score of 40 during the picture condition and 38.8 during the video
condition. Although the average scores are similar, more variation can be seen with
the range of scores (see Figures 4.0, 4.1, 4.2, 4.3, and 4.4)

Figure 4.0. Participant D’s accuracy scores.
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Figure 4.1. Participant D’s color scores.

Figure 4.2. Participant D’s shape scores.
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Figure 4.3. Participant D’s orientation scores.

Figure 4.4. Participant D’s position scores.
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Participant D’s total duration to build a block design was 74 s and 63 s in
when presented with a picture model and video model, respectively (see Figure 4.5).
Overall, she took less time to build the block designs in the video condition in
comparison to the picture condition. Participant D’s average duration to complete the
block designs in the picture condition was 127.4 s (range, 94-184 s) and 106.6 s in the
video condition (range, 98-122 s).

Figure 4.5. Participant D’s duration.

DISCUSSION
The current study compared the effects of a video model to a static picture
model on participants’ accuracy and duration to complete a block design task. It was
hypothesized that participants would build the block designs more accurately (emit
fewer errors) and with shorter trial times when presented with the video models as
compared to the picture models. The data found in this study suggest that both picture
and video modeling were effective to facilitate skill acquisition and accuracy during
task performance. out of the four participants received similar accuracy scores for
their block designs with picture modeling while one participant (Participant C) scored
higher with video modeling. Two out of the four participants (Participant A and
Participant B) completed block designs faster when presented with the picture models
while Participant C and Participant D built the designs faster with the video models.
Participant A was observed engaging in exploratory behaviors with a block
piece (e.g., picking it up, observing it closely) during a video model session. Thus, it
is possible that he had shorter trial times during the picture condition due to the
exploratory behavior observed during the video condition that extended the duration
to complete a block design. One possible reason that Participant B may have built
block designs faster during the picture condition is because of the nature of the video
condition. It is possible that the process of merely watching a video served as a
distraction for Participant B. Although he was observed attending to the content of the
videos, it is possible that he may not have been as closely attending to the content of
44
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the movements in the video and was better able to attend to the static images in the
picture condition. Additionally, Participant B’s duration to complete the block
designs increased throughout the study, which may be attributed to him emitting
increased response effort in the later sessions as compared to the initial sessions.
The variability in the results of this study indicate that the efficacy of
modeling methods is also dependent on individual differences among participants.
The variability in Participant B’s performance throughout the study may be due to the
differences in diagnoses. Participant A, C, and D were all diagnosed with ASD while
Participant B did not have the ASD diagnosis, but rather a chromosomal disorder that
resulted in similar delays as children with ASD. The differences within the
chromosomal disorder may have attributed to the differences in responding during the
study. Additionally, Participant A, C, and D displayed stronger fine motor skills than
Participant B. For example, Participant displayed more difficulty with balancing and
stacking blocks on top of one another in comparison to Participant A, C, and D. Thus,
Participant B may have scored lower overall due to a less developed fine motor skill
repertoire as a result of the chromosomal disorder. Although Participant B scored
lower initially, his accuracy of block designs improved across sessions in both
conditions. One possible reason that Participant C and D required shorter trial times
during the video condition may be because having access to tablets and phones and
watching videos on similar devices was reported as a highly preferred activity for
Participant C and D. It is possible that access to the iPad and video-watching served
as a reinforcer for block building, meaning that completing the block designs faster
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signaled faster availability to the iPad and watching more of the videos. All four
participants’ accuracy scores increased from the preassessment condition to the
picture and video model conditions. This increase may be attributed to the
introduction of edible reinforcement during the picture and video model conditions.
All participants’ edible reinforcers were selected based on parent report of highly
preferred edibles and were withheld at all other times outside of this study. It appears
that the edibles served as an effective reinforcer thus increasing the likelihood that
participants would build the block designs more accurately following the
preassessment.
Limitations and Future Research
Future researchers may compare the reinforcing efficacy of different forms of
reinforcement on task performance. The immediate and significant increase in
accuracy may suggest that it may be more a motivational issue than a skill acquisition
issue. When differential reinforcement was provided to participants, majority of them
scored above 80% the first session. In addition, accuracy increased overtime across
sessions for Participant B and C, which may be attributed to the learning history that
was gained over time and the exposure to the reinforcing contingencies across
sessions. It should be noted that the participants’ duration to complete the block
designs during the preassessment may have been longer in duration due to some of
the participants attempting to use more than five blocks in their design instead of the
five that were depicted in the picture or video model. Vice versa, the duration to
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complete the designs may have been shorter in the preassessment and treatment
sessions due to participants using fewer than five blocks to build their block design.
Some limitations were present in the current study. It is possible that the
amount of times the participant viewed the video models was a limitation given that
each participant was only able to view each video model one time. Previous
researchers that have implemented video modeling procedures allowed participants to
watch the video model multiple times, such as in a study by Charlop et al. (2010) in
which participants watched a video model of appropriate social interactions twice
before being presented with a task. Future researchers may expand the current study
by allowing participants to view the video model multiple times prior to presenting
the task. There was also difficulty scoring the participant’s orientation of the blocks in
the designs that they built. Some images that were taken by the primary researcher
during the study did not fully depict a clear image of how each block piece was
oriented. Future research should focus on improving the scoring system to properly
quantify the points that are given (e.g., possibly giving half points for placement of
blocks). An additional limitation of this study was that the least-to-most prompting
hierarchy consisted of vocal prompts only. It could be argued that individuals may
benefit more from physical prompting when being provided with corrective feedback.
Future research should focus on the efficacy of different prompt types (e.g., physical
prompts, video prompts) during block design tasks. Video prompting is an additional
modeling method in which a learner is shown a brief video clip of one step of a
particular task then being provided with the opportunity to complete that step prior to
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showing the next video clip (Wu et al., 2016). Video prompting has been used in
previous research to teach a variety of self-help skills. For example, Wu et al. (2016)
utilized video prompting to teach daily living skills (e.g., cleaning tables, washing
windows) by presenting video clips of each step of the tasks one at a time paired with
an error correction procedure (e.g., verbal prompts, physical prompts). They found
that the use of video prompting combined with error correction was an effective
method of teaching daily living skills across both tasks.
Video prompting may be a beneficial method of prompting in that the teacher
would have the opportunity to prompt the learner to complete each individual step
after watching a brief clip of that step being completed. This would allow learners to
focus on the relevant features of each block in a given model (e.g., the orientation and
position of it) one at a time instead of each step being presented all in the same video
model. Video prompting may also be more beneficial for teaching learners more
complex skills.

Conclusion
The results of the current study supported previous research demonstrating the
efficacy of the use of modeling to facilitate skill acquisition among children with
development delays. Although the current experiment did not result in significant
differences in accuracy when presented with a picture model versus a video model,
participants’ accuracy with block building increased throughout the study overall.
Half of the participants were able to build block designs faster when presented with a
video model while the other half were able to build faster in the presence of a picture
model. In conclusion, both picture and video modeling can be used to increase skill
acquisition among individuals with developmental delays or other disabilities. The
results of the experiment demonstrated that both static picture models and point-ofview video models were effective at promoting accuracy and fluency during
completion of block design tasks. These findings suggest that for video modeling
procedures may not have an added bonus to picture modeling for this particular task.
Future research should continue to investigate the effects of video modeling on
different tasks to better measure accuracy on task performance. Furthermore, the
effectiveness of both picture and video modeling suggests that learners’ preferences
should be assessed prior to implementing skill acquisition procedures. Utilizing
procedures that a learner prefers may potentially increase attending and facilitate skill
acquisition more efficiently. Video modeling continues to be a topic of discussion in
behavior analytic research, thus it is important to investigate the overall efficacy of
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each type or which types of skills video modeling may be most useful for in order to
further promote individuals’ success within applied settings.
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